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Disclaimers and Warnings 

The analysis and recommendations contained within this report are based on information 
made available at the time of its preparation. The author takes no responsibility for omissions 
and/or inconsistencies that may result from information becoming available after the report’s 
completion. 

 

Author 

Aaron Rayner BSc, MSc, Dip Man. is the former Chief Heritage Officer and Deputy Director 
General at the Department of Aboriginal Affairs in Western Australia. In these roles Aaron was 
responsible for managing the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 and its regulations and for 
providing advice to executive government, Aboriginal organisations and industry proponents. 
For five years Aaron was a member of the Aboriginal Cultural Material Committee, the 
statutory body that provides advice to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs on all Aboriginal 
heritage matters. Aaron is an experienced ethnographer and cultural heritage specialist with 
significant experience working with Aboriginal people in Western Australia. 

 

Glossary of Terms 

AH Act    Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 

BGL    Bellevue Gold Ltd. 

DPLH    Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage 

EPA    Environmental Protection Authority  

EP Act    Environmental Protection Act 1986 

PDA    Project Development Area 

Register   Register of Aboriginal Sites 

TAC    Tjiwarl Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC 
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Executive Summary 

This report provides Bellevue Gold Ltd (BGL) with information about environmental cultural 
values within and in immediate proximity to the proposed Project Development Area (PDA) 
for the Bellevue Gold Mine. The purpose of the report is to ensure that BGL and the 
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) consider these environmental values when 
assessing the impacts of the project on the Aboriginal ‘social surroundings’ under Part IV of 
the Environmental Protection Act 1986 (EP Act).  

Traditional Aboriginal customs and practices are directly linked to the physical and biological 
aspects of the environment. Physical aspects comprise locations of cultural significance such 
as lore grounds, rock art and spiritual sites, which are influenced by the surrounding landscape 
character and setting. Biological aspects comprise plants and animals of cultural significance 
that may be used for food, weaponry, and medicinal purposes. Animals also have totemic 
significance to Aboriginal people. This report focuses on the biological aspects and not 
Aboriginal cultural sites which are extensively reported elsewhere1. 

Consultation with the some Tjiwarl native title holders (Survey Team) to capture and record 
the known cultural and social values associated with plants, animals and water within the PDA 
was undertaken between 11 – 14 March 2021. The survey team identified numerous species 
of plants and animals that have been and continue to be used in Aboriginal cultural practices. 
None of these plant and animal species are considered threatened or endangered species by 
the EPA but are culturally important in the customs and traditions of Aboriginal people. 

A total of 23 flora species that are of cultural significance were recorded at various locations 
visited throughout the PDA. These plants are used for food, medicinal purposes, for 
ceremonial purposes, and to make artefacts for hunting and in the preparation of food. It was 
noted by the survey team that these flora species commonly occur within the vicinity of the 
PDA and the region more generally except for a boab tree that was planted by one of the ‘old 
people’ some 80 years ago. The tree is of ethnographic significance and is frequently visited 
by Aboriginal people and is a place where stories are shared. 

Four fauna species of cultural significance including kangaroo, goanna, wedgetail eagle and 
emu were indicated by the survey team as occurring within the PDE. Suitable habitat for these 
fauna species occurs at the locations visited and in the wider area. These fauna species are 
used for food but were reported by the survey team to also have totemic significance. 

Water within all waterways, springs and pools located across the Tjiwarl native title 
determination area are of cultural value, which may be supported by surface water and or 
groundwater sources. Lake Miranda is in immediate proximity to the PDA. It is an Aboriginal 
site of cultural importance and significance associated with dreamtime stories and connections 
to ancestors. Within the lake is a freshwater soak which is also of cultural significance. The 
project has the potential to have impacts on the hydrological features of these important 
cultural places and BGL should therefore consider impacts and suitable mitigation measures 
if required. 

 

 
1 Report on a consultation & inspection of the proposed Bellevue Gold Mine Extension November 2020 
Condition Report on Aboriginal Sites Tenements M36/24 and M36/25. The Bellevue Gold Project. February 
2017 
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Recommendations 
 It is recommended that Bellevue Gold Ltd: 

1. Note that 23 species of flora were recorded within the Project Development Area that 
are culturally significant to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

2. Assess the potential impacts to these 23 flora species and provide this information to 
the Aboriginal people consulted. 

3. Note that there are 4 fauna species that frequently occur in the Project Development 
Area which are culturally significant to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

4. Assess the potential impacts to these 4 fauna species and provide this assessment 
information to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

5. Provide a map to the Aboriginal people consulted that depicts the distribution of the 23 
flora and 4 fauna species in the Project Development Area. 

6. Provide information to the Aboriginal people consulted about the potential impacts from 
mining on the quantity and quality of water at Lake Miranda and the freshwater soak. 

7. Include a chapter in its Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan that prescribes the 
actions for managing the cultural values identified by the Aboriginal people consulted.  
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Introduction 

Background  

BGL is planning to recommence gold mining operations at the historic Bellevue Gold Mine 
located approximately 45km NE of Leinster in the Goldfields region of Western Australia. 
BGL’s project is within the Tjiwarl native title determined areas (WAD228/2011, 
WAD302/2015)2. 

The Goldfields Highway runs through the Project area tenements and dissects Lake Miranda 
on a roughly north-south orientation. The highway has been upgraded recently, and high 
voltage power lines accompany the highway in the vicinity of for most of the Project area, and 
over Lake Miranda. 

For the past three years BGL has conducted a large-scale exploration program of drilling to 
define several resource bodies in the Project area. The project is on the Yakabindie Pastoral 
Station a working cattle station of approximately 250,000 hectares.  The project area is 
networked with infrastructure related to Yakabindie Station operations, including fences, 
cattle yards, vehicle access tracks and water pumping facilities. Cattle roam throughout the 
area, and evidence of heavy cattle traffic is clearly visible in many locations, particularly in 
the vicinity of accessible surface water around Lake Miranda.  

To assess the impacts of the project on the environment BGL commissioned the author to 
carry out ethnobotanical and fauna consultation with senior Aboriginal native title holders and 
collect information about species that are important in Aboriginal tradition and custom. 

Social Surroundings  

The EP Act provides for the assessment of ‘Social Surroundings’ defined as: 

“the social surroundings of man are his atheistic, cultural, economic and social 
surroundings to the extent that those surroundings directly affect or are affected by his 
physical or biological surroundings”. 

In effect, there must be a clear link between a proposal or scheme’s impact on the physical or 
biological surroundings and the subsequent impact on a person’s aesthetic, cultural, economic 
or social surrounds. This impact also needs to be significant (EPA 2016a). 

The EPA’s Environmental Factor Guideline: Social Surroundings, highlights that while the 
physical protections of registered Aboriginal heritage sites are regulated through the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972 (AH Act), this legislation does not address matters of Aboriginal 
cultural associations and amenity. These associations manifest as Aboriginal tradition and 
custom, which are directly linked to the physical locations or biological aspects of the 
environment. examples include gathering and camping sites, birthing and spiritual sites, 
hunting and gathering activities for native fauna and flora as bush tucker of for medicinal uses.  

The land within an Aboriginal group’s native title determination area constitutes the group’s 
‘social surroundings’, it provides cultural connections and amenity value. Proposals that will 
give rise to significant impacts to the land, either physically or through biological disturbance, 

 
2 Keith Narrier & Ors and State of Western Australia & Ors AND Edwin John Beaman & Ors and State of 
Western Australia 
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have the potential to impact the social surroundings of Aboriginal people. The impacts will 
readily appear as: 

 Changes to locations of cultural value, either as direct or indirect physical changes, 
e.g., the drying of a water pool, or amenity changes, e.g., increased disturbance, 
uncontrolled access. 

 The loss of an area’s culturally significant flora or vegetation. 
 Reductions in numbers of culturally significant fauna due to disturbance, severance, 

or mortality. 
 The inability of Aboriginal people to readily access sites or areas of cultural value or to 

undertake traditional customs on the land.  

The purpose of this report is to document some of the cultural values that relate to native flora 
and fauna and highlight cultural values that relate to water. This information can be used by 
BGL in assessing whether the proposed project operations at the Bellevue Gold Mine will 
cause significant impacts to the social surroundings of the Tjiwarl people. Information about 
the presence of Aboriginal cultural sites within and near to the PDA is well documented3 and 
is not included in this report. 

  

 
3 Report on a consultation & inspection of the proposed Bellevue Gold Mine Extension November 2020 
Condition Report on Aboriginal Sites Tenements M36/24 and M36/25. The Bellevue Gold Project. February 
2017  
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Methodology 

The collection of data for this report was undertaken during fieldwork between 11-14 March 
2021. The survey team included: 

Ms Colleen Berry – Tjiwarl Elder, Member and former director of the Tjiwarl Aboriginal 
Corporation (TAC). She is a member of the Narrier Family and lives in Leonora. Her 
knowledge of the PDA has been passed down to her from her grandmother. Ms Berry is 
acknowledged by the Tjiwarl community as having cultural responsibility and authority to 
speak for the PDA.  
 
Ms Geraldine Hogarth (Redmond) – Tjiwarl Elder and Member of TAC. Ms Hogarth has 
customary knowledge to speak for the PDA and has specific knowledge of culturally significant 
flora and fauna. 
 
Mr Wayne Abdullah - Member of TAC. Mr Abdullah is the son of Ms Colleen Berry and has 
specific knowledge about culturally significant flora located in the PDA. Mr Abdullah provides 
cultural awareness training to mining companies in the Goldfields that includes information 
about how Aboriginal use flora and fauna in tradition and custom. 

Ms. Caris Abdullah – Member of TAC. Ms Abdullah is the daughter of Ms. Colleen Berry and 
has a strong knowledge of harvesting culturally significant traditional flora species and the 
preparation of bush medicines. 

Mr Alan Tandy, Senior Environmental Advisor to BGL also attended the fieldwork to facilitate 
access and provide technical knowledge about the flora and fauna of interest. 

The area of the fieldwork included the entire PDA. This was accessed by vehicle and by foot. 
A template to collect the information about the flora and fauna was developed by the author 
in consultation with the traditional owners and BGL prior to the fieldwork commencing (see 
Attachment One). The template is designed to capture information relevant to the usage of 
the species such as medicinal, food, ceremonial, weaponry. 
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Fieldwork Findings 
Flora Species 

Aboriginal people historically depended on plants for a variety of uses including food, 
medicine, weaponry, and cultural ceremonies. Today the Tjiwarl people do not live 
permanently on country but still make regular visits, use plants in accordance with traditions 
and customs, and educate younger generations of Tjiwarl people on their cultural practices. 

The traditional owners accompanied the author and identified 23 different species of flora 
within the PDA and provided information such as the traditional uses and the Tjiwarl name. A 
list of these species and their different uses is provided at Attachment Two.  

Many of the species were reported by the traditional owners as having more than one use. 
For instance, the seeds of the Jilga or Garada4 tree are used for food as well as the root 
system being host to Bardi or Witchetty Grubs. The wood of the tree is also used for making 
weapons such as Women’s Fighting Sticks (Wanu) and other tribal punishment implements 
such as Juna. 

 
Photo 1. Jilga / Garada Tree 

 
4 Acacia tetragonaphilla 
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Another multiuse flora species is what is commonly referred to as a Medicine Bush or 
Turpentine Bush or Giddy Tree5. Ms. Berry and Ms. Hogarth explained how this shrub is 
frequently used to prepare bush medicine today. Ms. Hogarth explained that the leaves are 
harvested and boiled in water and then bees’ wax is added when it cools. The resulting 
medicine is applied topically and relives general aches and pains and promotes general 
wellbeing. 

 
Photo 2. Bush Medicine 

 
Ms. Berry explained that this variety of medicine bush is also used in women’s rituals. Both 
women did not want to disclose the nature of the ritual. 

Ms. Hogarth explained the presence of a Boab Tree within the PDA. This tree was planted by 
Ms. Hogarth’s great grandfather approximately 80 years ago. The tree is not common in the 

 
5 Eremophilla fraseri 
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Goldfields Region but is instead indigenous to the Kimberly region where Ms. Hogarth’s 
grandfather came from. Ms. Hogarth explained that her great grandfather brought many seeds 
from the Kimberley and planted numerous seeds in the Sir Samuel and Kathleen Valley areas 
where he lived and worked. He planted the seeds in the hope that the trees would grow and 
that he would be reminded of the Kimberley, his home. Only these two trees grew into trees. 
On a separate visit to these two trees a senior lore an explained that the trees represent a 
man and woman and that Aboriginal people from all over the Goldfields know of their existence 
and story. As such, the general consensus was that the proposed mining project should avoid 
impacts to these trees. 

 
Photo 3. Boab Trees in tenement M36/24 
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The Quondong Tree is also a multiuse species with the fruit harvested for food including 
making jams and spreads. Ms. Berry explained that the Quondong Trees in the PDA are used 
to harvest fruit every year. Ms. Hogarth explained that the nuts from the Quondong fruit are 
used to make necklaces, bracelets and head pieces used in ceremonies. 

 
Photo 4. Quondong Trees in tenement M36/25 

Several flora species have root systems that host bardi (witchetty grubs) including the murturn. 
Bardi are also referred to as Lunki and Manku in the Western Desert. They are still harvested 
today as a staple bush food high in protein. During the fieldwork Ms. Caris Abdullah 
demonstrated how they are traditionally harvested. She identified a murturn bush that had the 
signs of present bardi through a small hole in the root system. She dug the earth and broke 
the roots open which showed the bardi had nested there but was not present. 
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Photo 5. Ms Abdullah digging for bardi at a Marnan bush 

The sites visited within the PDA provide a useful sample of the culturally significant flora and 
vegetation within Bellevue project area. the post fieldwork discussion with the traditional 
owners concluded that the most well-known species had been recorded during the fieldwork.  

BGL should consider these flora species when conducting an impact assessment of its 
proposed mining project and consult further with the fieldwork participants about mitigation 
measures where they are required. The survey team noted that they were interested in 
developing a seed bank and an Aboriginal Ranger Program to care for country that includes 
measures such as environmental monitoring. 

Consideration should also be given to understanding how any changes to the hydrological 
regimes (if any) that are associated with the proposal may affect culturally significant flora 
species and their habitat within and adjacent to the PDA. 
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Fauna Species 

Aboriginal people historically depend on fauna for a variety of resources such as food, clothing, 
medicinal uses, and other cultural practices including ceremonies. The survey team members 
still routinely go on-country in to hunt animal species for cultural purposes.  

Animals also have totemic significance to Aboriginal people. These animals are often inherited 
by individuals at birth, and they have a personal responsibility to ensure that species is 
protected. For instance, if an emu is your totem this means you cannot kill or eat the emu. In 
fact, killing or eating your totem will have spiritual and physical consequences. Ms. Berry noted 
that her personal totem was the goanna and that she would not hunt or eat that species. 

During the fieldwork Ms. Berry and Ms. Hogarth said that they often come to the area of the 
PDA to hunt animals for food. These animal species include kangaroos (euro and red 
kangaroos), emus, and goanna. 

Ms. Hogarth said that kangaroos were regularly hunted for food and sometimes they would 
use the fur in cultural ceremonies and the fat would often be included in medicinal 
preparations. The kangaroo skin is used for spear handles. The emu or Karlaya is used for 
meat and its eggs are used for eating and sometimes they are modified into cultural artefacts 
used in ceremony. 

Ms. Berry and Ms. Hogarth noted that the wedgetail eagle is a highly sacred animal and 
features in numerous mythologies in the Western Desert region. This is a specific Wedgetail 
Eagle Dreamtime called Walawuru. This Dreamtime figure is revered in contemporary 
Aboriginal culture. Ms. Hogarth said that it is important to all Aboriginal people in the Western 
Desert that the habitat for wedgetail eagles is adequately maintained. 

Only 4 kangaroos and 3 goannas were observed during the 4-day fieldwork. 

Water Sources  

Locations with access to year-round water have been of importance to Aboriginal communities 
for thousands of years. Such locations can present as springs or permanent pools and form 
focus points for gatherings, camping, hunting, ceremonies, and other cultural activities. Any 
disturbance of the hydrological or hydrogeological regime that gives rise to the presence of 
year-round water has the potential to cause significant impact to the cultural value of the 
location. If water became unavailable, the traditional use of the location may need to be 
abandoned and all its cultural value lost. 

Proposed development activities that have the potential to impact on inland waters include 
(EPA 2018): 

 Drilling of wells 
 Abstraction of groundwater, disposal and discharge of surplus water, and aquifer 

reinjection and storage/infiltration in disused mine pits 
 Diversion of surface water systems, construction of dams or other water off-takes, and 

construction or significant modification of drainage systems including existing landform 
and topography 

 Below water table excavation for mining activities 
 Vegetation clearing 
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 Construction of roads or other infrastructure 
 Formation of pit lakes 

These activities have the potential to impact the existing hydrological regime and water quality 
of waterways, springs and pools that have cultural value. 

Lake Miranda is immediately to the south of the PDA, which is a site of importance and special 
significance to Aboriginal people. The lake is a registered Aboriginal site under section 5b of 
the AH Act. BGL has submitted a section 18 notice to recommence mining operations at 
Bellevue and has given an undertaking not to disturb the lake because of its importance to the 
traditional owners and other Aboriginal people in the Western Desert. 

During the fieldwork Ms. Berry reasserted the importance of Lake Miranda. Because of 
seasonal rains there was water in the lake and large numbers of birdlife was observed. Ms. 
Berry and Ms. Hogarth said that the lake is alive after rain and that it makes them all very 
happy to see wildlife of the lake. They are concerned that any future mining would cause a 
detrimental effect on water levels or water quality in the lake. They requested that water quality 
is routinely tested, and the results of these tests be provided to them periodically. 

 

 
Photo 6. Lake Miranda south of the PDA 

A freshwater soak was also identified immediately south west of the PDA. The soak is on the 
margins of Lake Miranda next to the Goldfields Highway. Ms. Hogarth said that her old people6 

 
6 The term ‘old people’ is used to refer to Aboriginal people that are deceased  
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used to come to this soak to collect fresh water on their travels to Barwidgee Station. There 
was another soak close by but was destroyed when the Goldfields Highway was constructed 
in the 1990s. Ms. Berry said that Aboriginal people often stop at the soak today and tell stories 
about the old people and the historic usage of the soak. They said that the soak always 
contains freshwater. 

Ms. Hogarth and Ms. Berry requested that a hydrological assessment be carried out by BGL 
to ascertain whether the recommencement of mining operations at Bellevue would cause 
impact to the freshwater soak, and institute mitigation measures if there is any risk that this 
culturally important water source may be impacts. 

 

 
Photo 7. Freshwater Soak, Lake Miranda 

 

Conclusions  

This report details the findings of a fieldwork visit commissioned by BGL to understand the 
additional cultural values that Aboriginal people attribute to the land within the PDA. The land 
is within the Tjiwarl native title determination area. Four Tjiwarl members with knowledge of 
culturally significant flora and fauna species attended the fieldwork visit. 

During the four-day visit 23 flora species, 4 fauna species and two water-based sites were 
identified as having cultural value to the native title holders. 
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Except for the boab tress all the flora species identified during the fieldwork were observed at 
many sites within and in immediate proximity to the PDA. The boab trees are of importance 
and cultural significance because they were planted approximately 80 years ago by an 
ancestor of a living Tjiwarl person. The tree is of ethnographic significance and is frequently 
visited by Aboriginal people and is a place where stories are shared. These are thought to be 
the only boab trees in the region. Because of this and the cultural significance attributed to 
these specific trees BGL should ensure their preservation during implementation of the project.  

The flora species were identified to have numerous cultural values including food, medicine, 
weaponry, and shelter. BGL should assess if implementation of the project will cause impacts 
to these species and consult further with the survey team about any potential mitigation 
measures that may be required. 

The fauna species identified are used for economic reasons such as sources of food and 
clothing. However, the four identified species also have mythological and totemic significance.  
BGL should carry out an assessment of the potential impacts to these species and consider 
any relevant mitigation measures where required. 

The water sources identified by the survey team are outside but in proximity to the PDA. The 
survey team expressed some concern that dewatering and other mining activities may cause 
impacts to the lake and freshwater soak. BGL should conduct hydrological impact 
assessments on these water sources and consult further with the survey team to inform them 
of any potential impacts and mitigation measures. 

 

Recommendations 

 It is recommended that Bellevue Gold Ltd: 

1. Note that 23 species of flora were recorded within the Project Development Area that 
are culturally significant to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

2. Assess the potential impacts to these 23 flora species and provide this information to 
the Aboriginal people consulted. 

3. Note that there are 4 fauna species that frequently occur in the Project Development 
Area which are culturally significant to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

4. Assess the potential impacts to these 4 fauna species and provide this assessment 
information to the Aboriginal people consulted. 

5. Provide a map to the Aboriginal people consulted that depicts the distribution of the 23 
flora and 4 fauna species in the Project Development Area. 

6. Provide information to the Aboriginal people consulted about the potential impacts from 
mining on the quantity and quality of water at Lake Miranda and the freshwater soak. 

7. Include a chapter in its Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan that prescribes the 
actions for managing the cultural values identified by the Aboriginal people consulted. 
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Attachment One – Recording Template 

Social surroundings data collection proforma - plants 
Site details 
Author / Collector 
 
 

Photo number 

Date 
 
Locality  
 

GPS point 
Easting 
Northing 

Plant details 
Aboriginal Name 
 
Common name (if known) 
 
What is used for? 
 
 
 Food 
 
 Medicine 

o Topical 
o Ingested 
o inhaled 

 
 Ceremony/ritual 
 
 Hunting 

 
 Weaponry 

 
 Adornment  

 
 Craft 

 
 Art  
 

  

What part of the plant is used? 
 
 Whole plant 
 
 Leaves 

 
 Fruit  

 
 Roots 

 
 Stems 
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 Buds/flowers 
 
 
How is the plant prepared? 
 
 As is 
 
 Toxin removal 

 
 Dried Burnt 

 
 Specific harvesting 

 
 

 

  

Availability: 
 
 Hard to find 
 
 Common 

 
 Everywhere 

 
 Seasonal 

 
 

 

  

How do you know about this 
plant? 
 
 
 Knowledge passed down – 

how/who/when? 
 
 
 Common knowledge to 

Tjiwarl people? 
 

 

  

Other info?  
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Attachment Two – Culturally Significant Flora Within the Bellevue Project Development Area 

Photo 
No. 

Scientific Name Tjiwarl Name Traditional Use 
Medicine  

Food Ceremonial/weapon 

1 Acacia - 
tetrangonaphilla 
 

Jilga – garada tree  Orange & black seeds are eaten 
straight form the tree. 
The root system host Bardi – 
witchety grubs 

The wood of the tree is used for 
making weapon implements such 
as women’s stick (wanu) and other 
implements used in tribal 
punishment – juna.  
 
Used for fire because of its long 
burning time. 
 

2 Acacia 
pruinocarpa 

pilkayurra The branches are customarily used to clean 
and prepare iguana prior to eating. 
The branches are used to make brooms and 
tables and mia mia camps. 
 
Bark is used for chewing after burning. 
  

 Wood is used to make boomerangs 

3 Eremophilla 
fraseri 

Medicine Bush 
Turpentine Bush 
Giddy Tree 

This shrub is used to prepare bush 
medicine. Both Colleen and Geraldine 
continue to use this plant. The leaves are 
harvested and boiled and added to bees’ 
wax. 
 
 

 The plant is also used in women’s 
rituals. Both women did not want 
to disclose the nature of the ritual. 
 
The oil from the tree is used as a 
glue that sets hard. 

4 Maireana 
brevifolia 

Nabaru Bush (salt-
bush) 

 This shrub is used as a food 
source harvested in Spring. The 
small berry is sweet and eaten 
straight from the bush. Emus 
and Kangaroos eat this plant too 
which makes their meat good. 

Only grows in salt lake 
environments.  
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5 Scaevola 
spinescens 

Maroon Bush The whole bush is used for the preparation 
of making medicine that is both made into 
topical preparations and liquid to drink. 
 

  

6 Eragrostis 
eriopoda 

Jinba  The root system is similar to a cotton bud 
and is used for cleaning the body and 
during childbirth. It is used to clean the 
belly buttons of children and adults. Used 
to push back cut umbilical cord back into 
stomach. 
 

The seeds from the flowers are 
ground down into a flour to 
make damper (numa) bread. 

The plant is commonly found but is 
normally used in proximity to 
water. 

7 Acacia spp. 
 

Yorun/Yawalyirti  Red bubbles on branches collect 
small deposits of honey. Eaten 
straight from the branch. 
 

 

8 Acacia aneura Malanyu  Dig near this tree for honey 
ants. 
Harvest bardi too from the root 
system. 
 

 

9 Erimophilla sp. Honey Plant - 
wama 

 Eat small flowers. Taste like 
honey 
 

 

10 – 
no 
photo 

Acacia spp Pakurta Tree  Tree has a small yellow flower 
which grows into a small apple 
(daroon). It is eaten raw or 
cooked. 
Bardi/lungi grow in the root 
system. 
 

The branches are used to make 
wind breaks. 

11 Unknown  Dargumba or 
Thargumba 

 Small black berries are eaten 
straight form the tree. The taste 
is similar to peppercorn. 
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Dargumba translates to ‘hot 
mouth’. The leaves are used in 
cooking. They are dried out first. 

12 Unknown  Medicine bush The bush looks like 5 fingers. It is used to 
make cream that remedies aches, pains and 
skin problems. 
It is boiled, strained and forms a paste with 
bees’ wax. It is then left to set.  
The leaves and stem of plant is used. 
The plant is found around salt lake systems. 
 

  

13 Acacia doreta Yilgiri Tree  
 
 

 The root system hosts bardi. Wood is hard and is used to 
manufacture boomerangs, juna , 
wuna, and walking sticks. Only the 
wood is used, no other parts of the 
tree. 
The wood is slightly burned and 
animal oil is rubbed into the wood 
to enhance colour. 
 

14 Adansonia 
gregorii 

 Male and female tree located onto side of 
Goldfields Highway. Only Boab trees in the 
region. Planted by Geraldine’s grandfather, 
Larry Foley, in 1940s. he is from the 
Kimberley and planted them to remind him 
of home. 
People continue to stop at the trees and 
talk about them. They are culturally 
significant. 

  

15 Portulaca 
oleracea 

Bibidally – turnips  Root system edible. Form of 
turnip or small bush potato.  
The roots are eaten cooked in 
the hot sand or eaten raw. 
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16 Santalum 
acuminatum 

Quandong Tree  Red fruit is eaten. Made into 
jams. 
Walku is the name of the fruit, 

Nut from berry is used to make 
bracelets and necklaces used in 
ceremony. 
Now the nuts are used in other arts 
and crafts. 

17 Brachychiton 
gregorii 

Kurrajong Tree This tree is known as a beacon for survival. 
It provides water, shade and acts as a 
compass. 

The root system holds 
significant moisture which is dug 
for water. “it will keep you 
alive”. The roots are chewed. 
“it teaches you direction”. 
“helps you when you are lost – 
shows you eat and west”. 

 

18 Eremophila 
longiflora 

Kana Djugurl  - 
Emu Bush 

This small tree is the source of food for the 
emu which is a culturally significant animal. 
It has totemic significance. 
 

Nut is used for paste for remedy 
for skin problems.  
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Acacia spp Janjaru Tree   Birthing tree, Bark is used for 
stimulant. Burn the bark, scrap 
white ash (bunba) and chew. 

20 Marsdenia 
Australia  

Silky Pear vine 
Galgula 

 Pear is harvested from the vine 
small and large fruit are eaten 
straight from the vine. They are 
cooked too. 

 

21 Unknown  Murturn   Bush to dig bardi – witchetty 
grubs that grow in the root 
system. 

 

22  Hakea subera Kapi kapi Cover leaves to create condensation: 
produces water 

  

23 Acacia Spp  marnan  Bush to dig bardi – witchetty 
grubs that grow in the root 
system. 
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Attachment Three – Photos Culturally Significant Flora 

Galgula - Silky Pear vine  

 

Pilkayurra 
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Dargumba or Thargumba  

 

Kurrajong Tree 
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Giddy Tree – Medicine Bush Honey Plant – Wama 
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Medicine Bush Yilgiri Tree – Minnieritchie 
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Bididally – turnips 

 

Murturn 
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Nabaru Bush (salt bush) Maroon Bush 
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Jinba 

 

Malanyu  
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Yorun/Yawalyirti Pakurta  



33 
 

Kapi Kapi 

 

Kana Djugurl – Emu Bush 
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Janjaru Tree 
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Attachment Four – Culturally Significant Fauna 

          Culturally Significant Fauna within the Bellevue Project Development Area 
  

No. Species Use 
1. Hill Kanagaroo – Biguda 

Kangaroo – Marlu 
 

Food, clothing 

2. Emu 
 

Food, ceremonial, artefact preparation, totemic 

3. Wedgetail Eagle 
 

Totemic, symbolic, reverence 

4. Goanna - Bubba Marra 
 

Food, totemic 

 
 


